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CHAP'l'ER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Education for proteesional nursing has been and con-
tinues to be the subject of considerable study and research 
because of the rapid advanced in medical science and the wide 
expansion of public health services. "Where formerly the 
nurse was concerned with the bedside care of the sick or 
acutely ill, today, her efforts must be directed toward 
preventing illness and defect and improving the lot of the 
1 
chronically 111." Nurse educators are scrutinizing the 
curriculum constantly to achieve these broader objectives. 
Increasing emphasis is being placed upon the use of the 
clinical facilities in the hospital environment and within 
the community to provide significant and essential learning 
experiences for students of nursing. Current health practices 
necessitate that students of nursing be given some experience 
in public health nursing. The tact that there are not avail-
able enough qualified agencies and that the out-patient depart• 
ment may be an appropriate educational su"~-.·stitute is to belabor 
a point that is already evident to those people concerned with 
1. Lulu K. Wolt, Nursing (New York: D. Appleton-
Century Company, 1947), P• 54. 
2 
nuraing education. However, how the out-patient department 
experience may be planned with economy ot time and adequate 
educational benefits to atudenta of nursing has not yet been 
e defined. Thia atud;r ia an effort to determine whether atudenta ! 
ot nursing in an out-patient department derive greater edu-
cational benefits when giving comprehensive nursing care to 
a aeleoted group of patlenta or from an experience in which 
they give partial care to a greater number of patients. 
Statement of the Problem 
--
What are the dltterencea in the educational achieve-
ment for atudenta of nursing who have a random experience 
in an out-patient department aa compared with that of students 
who have a selected experience? 
Subaidiarr Questions 
To what extent doea a group ot atudenta ot nuraing 
achieve the objeotivee of the experience in an out-patient 
department when aaaigned to a random experience? 
To what extent doea a group of atudenta of nursing 
achieve the objective• of the experience in an out-patient , 
department when aae1gned to • selected group o~ patients? 
Purposes 
(l) To determine trom which learning experience--a 
. random one or a selected one••studenta ot nursing gain greater 
understanding of the out-patient department. 
. '- (2) To determine if students ot nursing need concrete 
.,;· illustrations in many situations to develop an understanding 
~··~·-- .. ~--
of the care ot patients in an out-patient department. 
(3) To determine it the out-patient experience is 
educationally economical when students are assigned to a 
selected group of patients. 
SOOP! 
This investigation was carried out in the out-patient 
department of the Peter Bent 'Brigham Hospital in Boston, 
Massachusetts, a 275-bed medical and surgical hospital which 
has a charter responsibility tor the care ot the indigent 
sick of Suffolk county. The out-patient department is an 
active one, accommodating annually 53,000 visits by clinic 
·patients. Ita three-year-diploma school ot nursing is fully 
accredited and baa a current enrollment ot 115 students. 
The eight senior students who took part in this 
investigation were selected at random. Speci:f'ioally, they 
were the two succeeding groups ot tour students each who were 
scheduled for the out-patient experience. Each group was 
rotated through the department at separate i.ritervals, one 
following the other. Individual daily record sheets which 
included all her activities in the department were kept by 
every student. In ad~1tion, students were given an objective 
teat on the first day of the experience and again at the 
completion ot the stud7 and submitted written evaluations of 
their experiences at the end ot the two~week period. 
The period :for collecting the data was limited for 
each group to the first two weeks of the experience. The 
i.e 
4 
reaulta were tabulated and analyzed, and conclusiona were 
drawn relative to the problem being studied. 
Limitations 2£ ~ Studl 
The study waa limited in that the investigator allowed 
only a two-week period for the investigation of each group of 
four students. Twelve houra ot formal classroom teaching 
while this study waa being carried out further limited the 
time spent 1n the department by the aeoond group. Since the 
atudenta were assigned to various designated clinics under the 
over-all pattern of medicine and surgery, no two had an 
identical experience. Another impeding !actor was that al-
though the investigator worked closely with the second group 
of students, the experimental group, the assignment of each 
student to a separate clinic made it physically impossible~ 
except during group conference periods, for her to be available 
to all four students at any one time. 
Definition !! Terma 
For purposes of this study the term "random experience" 
signifies the out-patient educational experience that ia cur-
rently being followed tor students ot nursing in the out-
patient department at the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital. 
"selected experience" designates that experience in 
which the investigator participated with the head nurses 1n the 
out-patient department 1n selecting particular patients for 
students to care for during the clinic visits. 
For identification purposes the first group of students, 
5 
in whose out-patient experience no change was initiated, will 
be referred to as the "control group," or Group I. The second 
group of students, whose experience waa altered for purposes 
ot this investigation, will be the •experimental group," or 
Group II. 
Review of the Literature 
--
Nurse educators recognize that the out-patient depart-
ment provides numerous opportunities for students of nursing 
to develop the modern concept ot health care that includes not 
only the patient but his family and the community, yet a review 
of the literature uncovered no definitive studies concerning 
selected experiences for students of nursing in such 
departments. 
It ia generally conceded by nurae educators that an 
out-patient experience enhances the personal and professional 
growth of students of nursing. A carefully planned experience, 
with activities geared to the educational a1ma ot the total 
curriculum, can make this experience one of the richest and 
moat valuable ava1lable.2•3 In 1925, Hall, summarizing the 
' report of the Committee of the National League of ~ducation 
on student experience in six out-patient departments, stated 
2. Gertrude A, Banfield, "The Out-patient Department 
ae a Teaching F.teld tor Student Nuraee," The American Journal 
2£ Nurains, XXIX (March, 1929), p. 322. ---
3. E. Blanche Pfefferkorn and Marlon Rottman, Clinical 
Education 1n Nursing (New Yorkt The Macmillan Company, 1942), 
P• 1!1. -
6 
that the students• programa were enriched and strengthened by 
stressing the importance of social problema. 4 Alao, students 
were afforded an opportunity to participate in planning tor 
the health and welfare of the whole family. The Co:nm1tt·ee •a 
recommendations advocated that there be a def~.n1 te planned 
program of instruction to include comprehension of the clinics 
and services rendered within the unit and in the community. 5 
Kramer, 6 Lennon7 and Perrodin8 state t~at since 
problema of sociological and psychological origins are more 
common on an out-pst1ent service, students become more aware 
of them. 
Gelinas, at a meeting ot the Connecticut League of 
Nursing Education in November of 1945, predicted that prepara-
tion ot the professional nurse will include greater concentra-
tion on the student's experience in the out-patient department, 
4. carrie M. Hall, "A Review ot the Report of the 
Committee of the National League of Nurain§ Education on the 
Pupil Nurse in the OUt-patient Department, The American 
Journal 2! Nursing, XXV (November, 1925), Pp~s-§34. 
5 • .!!1:! • 1 p • 934 • 
6. Sister ~Ary Albert Kramer, "Factors Which Determine 
The Educational Value of the OUt-patient Assignment to the 
Student NUrse" (Unpublished Master's thea1a, The Catholic 
Un1vera1t1 of America, 1948), p. 21. 
?. Stater Mary Isidore IAnnon, Teaching ~the OUt-
J:tient Department (New Yorke G. P. Putnam's Sons, ~4r;-­
• 3!-36. 
a. Cecelia M. Perrodin, Supervision of Nursing Service 
Personnel (New Yorke The Macmillan Oompanr, ~4), P• 184. 
7 
since ward work alone provides insufficient evidence of the 
relationship between the patient's a9cial environment and hia 
9 illness. Brown, too, lists this as an important objective 
in an out-patient experience.10 
In 1947, the Second Report of the Joint Committee 
listed the following fUnctions of the out-patient department 
ll as related particularly to nursing education. 
"(l) Participation in the health activities of 
the community. 
"(2) Promotion of continuity ot care between the 
in-patient and out-patient services. 
"(3) Promotion of study and research into oauaes 
of disease, methods of treatment and methods 
ot prevention. 
"(4) Promotion of instruction and experience to • 
g~aduate and student nurses •• •" • • 
In addition to the a.f'orem.entioned educational opportu-
nities prevalent in the out-patient department, the Committee 
suggests that learning would be strengthened by allowing 
12 students to participate in the care of selected patients. 
This is reiterated in Kramer's study when she makes a recom-
mendat1on that students follow fewer selected patients through 
9. Agnes Gelinas, "Professional Nursing," The American 
Journal 2!_ NUrsing, XLVI (February, 1946), p. 129.-
10. Amy Frances Brown, Ol1n1cal Instruction (Philadel• 
phia: w. B. Saunders Company, I§i§), Pp. 368-36§. 
11. Joint Committee or the National League of Nursing 
Education, "Student F~perience in the OUt-patient Department," 
The American Journal or Nursi!!§, XLVII (September, 1947), 
P7""628. -
12. Ibid., P• 62?. 
-
e 
. .. . '13'' . .. .. ..: -- ··. . 
the out-patient experience. Although the auggastiona have 
been voiced, there are no studies to validate this rationale. 
The consensus of opinion among nursing educators indicates 
the value of an out-patient experience. However, a plan for· 
gleaning the greatest educational benefits moat economically 
baa not yet been realized. 
This investigation, baaed on the value of a selected 
experience for students of nursing in an out-patient depart-
ment, will be analysed in the remaining chapters as follows: 
Chapter II will be concerned With the philosophy and the 
hypothesis on which this study waa undertaken; Chapter III 
will be devoted to the methodology which includes the plan 
of investigation in addition to a description of the toola 
that were used; Chapter IV ia a presentation and analysis of 
the results obtained from the data collectedJ Chapter V 
includes a summary ot the study, the conclusions derived, and 
the recommendation& that evolve from this study. 
13. ~amer, !2• !!!•, P• 56. 
CHAPTER II 
PHILOSOPHY 
The present concept of medical practice includes, in 
addition to the use of curative and therapeutic measures, an 
added emphasis upon the need for intelligent action in the area 
of preventive medicine. Present day mGPtality and morbidity 
rates warrant this emphaaie. 
In the past, auooesatul public health measures for the 
prevention ot disease have been baaed on environmental aanita-
tion and immunization programs.1 Today heart disease, acoi-
dents, cancer and other degenerative disease processes have 
displaced the communicable causes ot death in our nat1on.2 Aa 
a result or these changing patterns of disease and death, 
greater reapons1bilit1ea are placed on the individual for main-
taining an optimum state of personal health.3 However, the 
acceptance ot this responsibility by the individual ia highly 
1. Health Information Foundation, Profresa in Health 
Services (New York), V (Februarr,. 1956), pP.=t. -
2. Health Information Foundation, Progress ~ Health 
Services (New York), V (March, 1956), P• 2. 
:s. Health Intormation Foundation, Prosreaa in Health 
Services (New York), (February, 1956), P• e. --
9 
10 
--·- . -. 
dependent on his own motivation and knowledge o£ the health 
services that are available to him in his own community. This 
transition of individuals from a passive to an active role in 
their personal health has a direct bearing on nursing and the 
preparation Of professional nuraea. Activity analyses and 
studies of functions have been made in an attempt to determine 
precisely the role ot the professional nurae within the context 
ot the major health problema facing the nation and even the 
world today. Lulu Wolf atateat 
The nurse of toda7 must know something more than 
techniques of nursing aaaoc1at~ with the bedside care 
of the sick. She must know the techniques of teaching, 
understanding and judging the health needs of indi-
viduals and familiea4snd be prepared to initiate action to meet those needs. 
This change in the concept of nursing 
• • • tar removed from conatant attendance at the bed• 
aide • • • was not brought about by the nurse herself 
but is a reflection of the rapid advances in the 
medical and public health acienoea • • • neceaaitattgs 
an accompanying change 1n the nursing care required. 
It ia now recognized that the education of students of nursing 
must entail more than preparation tor care or the hospitalized 
patient if nurses are to function as promotora or the health 
and welfare of all members o£ society. The increasing emphasis 
on the care or ambulatory patients in out-patient departments 
aa contrasted to the in~patient care supports this tact. 6 
4. Lulu K. Wolf, Nursing (New York: D. Appleton-
OenturJ Company, 1947); p. 54. 
5. Annie M. Leitch, "The Changing Concept of Nursing," 
!h! American Journal 2! Nuraigg, XLIX (November, 1949), P• 714. 
6. Slater Mary Isidore Lennon, Teaching in the OUt-
" ~llt~e_nt ~epa_~~~nt (!few York!,.~-~- ~,•, ~tnam~~- Son&; ~r;-p .. 54. 
------------~~-- ~---~-
11 
., 
~~--- --- --·-· !.;. 
In view ot this changing health picture of ou~ nation, 
new and greater responsibilities have been placed on nurses. 
Thus the decision ot what students should learn and in what 
aot1v1tiea they should participate has become one of major 
concern to nurse educators. 
Too often the teacher teaohea as though learning 
were purely intellectual or compartmentalized into 
definite and concrete parte instead of unitary ac-
tivity which includes attitudes, apprec;at1ona, 
habits as well as knowledge and skills. 
It is only after the teacher has accepted this concept ot 
"unitary learning• as an integral part of her own development 
that one can hope that abe may reflect thia understanding in 
her teaching, and since the present emphasis in nursing ia care 
of the whole individual, no alternative oan be accepted.& In 
the selection ot learning experiences tor atudenta the total 
aspect of the learning gains to be derived must be considered. 
Skill and practice are important and are only two of 
the integral parts that should be considered when planning a 
learning experience for students ot nursing. 
Learning experiences are meaningful when they are 
related to the individual'• interests, when they are 
involved in his living, When they contribute to his 
purposes at the time but enable him to make more 
intelligent adjustments in the future when they in-
volve discovery and problem solving rather than 
formal drill or mere memorisation, and wheB they 
result in satisfying social relationships. 
7. Loretta He1dgerken, Taach1p.s in Schools ot Nursing 
(Ph1ladelph1at J. B. Lippincott Compeny,-r95!), P• §5. 
a. Ibid. 
9. Arthur I. Gates and Others, Educational Pszchologz 
{New Yorks t~cmillan company, 1949), p. So?. 
~ ~ ••-•• -•~ •·•-•·--·• ·-~ ---•••••o•.~•:; 
It 1a obvious that the worth of a meaningful learning 
experience cannot be overestimated, and the selection of the 
learning act1v1t1ea must be in keeping with the planned educa-
tional objectives. !here 1a current interest in re-evaluating 
the nuraing curriculum ao that the educational experiences 
planned for the students will be baaed solely on attaining the 
intended goals. For too long baa the quantity of experience 
permeated the nursing curriculum almost to the exclusion of the 
quality of the experience. The long aubjeotion to a curriculum. 
baaed on apprenticeship has left this stigma. The scheme has 
had the effect of controlling not what youth shall become, but 
rather what youth shall under~o.lO The reasoning underlying 
auoh a premise ia based on nursing precedent that measured an 
educational experience for students of nursing in terms of 
developing skills by constant and repetitive practice rather 
than a consideration tor helping the student to develop per-
sonally and professionally. Aa previously stated, practice is 
a very essential part of the nura1ng curriculum, but the 
important factor ia that practice should be measured in view ot ' 
the learning opportunities it afford.a and not aa mechanical 
teats made perfect by practice. He1dgerken atatea two prin• 
ciples by which practice may be measured for any specific taaks ', 
"(1) For what length of time doee the apec1t1c task incorpora•• 
profitable effort? (2) For what length of time does practice 
yield data on the taek?"ll 
10. William B. ~atheratone, A Functional curriculum . 
tor Youth (New Yorks An American Book-Company, 1050}, PP.191-l92. _....._ __ _ 
11. He1dg_erkftl4 21!.• -ill.•• ». 110. ,,_ 
13 
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Adherence to these principles would affect the nurains 
curriculum. E7 decreasing repetition and increasing opport~­
nities for more meaningful learning experiences, there would be 
direct intluence on the quantity and quality of the educational 
experiences selected tor students or nursing. Bridgman statea 1 
If students are to do more than learn techniques 
mechanically, they- need continuous teaching and 
guidance by instructors competent to explain the 
relationships between principles and practice and 
with sufficient time to do it thoroughly.l2 
Instructors of students of nursing muat be alert to the 
necessity for utilizing every patient contact aa a learning 
situation best calculated to develop in the student a unified 
approach to what Florence Nightingale in her time termed 
"health nursing" and what is presently termed "comprehensive" 
or "total" nursing care. It ia no longer possible to add 
fragmentary experiences to the present curriculum. Better an4 
more economical educational practices must be developed to 
achieve optimum results within reasonable periods or time. 
In retrospect, it ia apparent that the educational 
experiences planned for students or nuraing must encompass more 
than an opportunity to correlate theor7 and practice and that 
learning through self-activity yields the greatest educational 
benefits. It is here that selt-aotiv1ty envelops the total 
responses of the individual in any situation. It involves more 
than juat·doing; it involves thinking and learning and evalu-
ating • And, since one learns by thinking, thinking alao 
12. Margaret Bridgman, Collegiate Mucation tor Dura1gg 
(New Yorkt Russell Sage Foundation, 1983J, P• 67. ---
:~ 
14 
improve a one t. learning. The c..ia_o_t c;.·tha·t-''·;'uch. a ieamlng··'expe;i- " 
enco makes great demands on the instructor cannot be overlooked. 
Not only is t1me an important factor, but also the preplanning, 
which would involve building on the students• previoua knowledg~ 
supervision, guidance and continuoua teaching--all vital factors 
that must be considered. However, since here the prime concern, 
ia the education of the student, these factors assume a atatua 
or secondary value. 
Students ot nursing require a preparation which differs 
in kind, quality and emphasis .from that previously predicated. 
They must learn to fUnction on a community-wide basis and. in 
cooperation with other allied health workers. Nowhere are 
greater opportunities afforded for initiating such a plan than 
in an out-patient department. As nursing becomes aware ot the 
increasing occurrence in chronic illneaa, and greater concen-
tration is put on the preventi"e aspects of disease, the need 
for the student of nursing to develop some perspective toward 
public health and the care of the ambulatory clinic patient 
becomes essential. Since it would be impossible for public 
health agencies. to accommodate all students of nursing in such 
an experience, we are in even greater need of a highly selected 
learning experience--one that will include the basic function• 
of a public health atfiliationr case finding, case holding, 
health teaching, recording, care ot the eick, and cooperating 
with other agencies.l! Inasmuch as one cannot hope to teach 
1!. Slater Mary Albert, "Viewing the Patient Through 
the out-patient Department," ~American Journal 2f Nurain6, 
XLIX (DeAUlbezt"" 1949J. ll• . .801. , ,, 
16 
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ticed in what is taught. 
It would seem that in the area of selectivity liea the 
success or failure of an educational experience. The mere tact 
that a student is given an experience in an out-patient depart• 
ment doea not warrant the assumption that she will automatically 
attain the objectives of that experience. The student can 
attain only those objective• of which ahe is ••are. She needa 
guidance, supervision and continuous teaching. Frequent 
conferences will help her to establish a relationship between 
what ahe is doing and how it may enhanoe her development in 
future, similar situations. Here a reverse in tradition ia 
advocated. 'l'he pattern must be altered from one in which 
emphasis has been placed on the number of patients to whom the 
nurse could give care to one in which the care of the patient 
will be baaed aolel7 on the educational benefits that the stu• 
dent can derive from oaring for that patient. However startling 
this statement may appear at tirat, the fact that nursing care 
to the patient is improved with the improved education of 
nux•aea remains a staunch argument £or such practice. 
This study of the exper1~nces ot an experimental group 
of students ot nuraing in an out-patient department was under-
taken with the hope that by caretul selection of students' 
learning experiences better use of the educational reaouroea 
resident in this clinical area might be achieved and that by 
aeleotion of their patient oontaota this group ot students 
might gain. a broader understanding and deeper insight into the 
, role ot the professional nurse in the community and as a 
- ,._ memb-er ot 'the' health teUl. . . 
.. - . .. ~~-. a 
CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
This study of the educational value or a selected 
experience for students of nursing in an out-patient department · 
waa carried out at the Peter Bent Brigham Hoap1 tal in Boston, 
Maasaohuaetta, a voluntary general hosp1t;al that waa established 
for the care of adult patients. The Peter Bent Brigham Hospital 
I 
1a affiliated with a large university medical school and main• 
tains extensive laboratory facilities tor scientific research 
in clinical and preventive medicine. It-provides clinical 
fields for teaching nurses. medical students, interns, dieti-
tians, and social workers. 
The Peter Bent Brigham Hospital School of Nursing, 
founded in 1912., is apon.ored by the hoapi tal. It has state 
approval and full accreditation from the National League for 
Nursing Accrediting Service. 'l'he program ot studies covers a 
three-year period. All students affiliate for obstetrics, 
pediatrics, and psychiatry. During her senior year each atuden. 
gets a 1'our·-week experience in the out-patient department. It 
is to this experience that this study is devoted. 
The out-patient department of this hos.p1 tal is well 
equipped and offers aggregate services to those patients who do 
16 
• 
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not require hospitalisation. It !a an active department--during 
the fiscal year ending September 30, 1955, it bad a total oenau~1 
of 53,219 via1ts.1 Thirty-tour clinioa, many ot a highly 
~ specialised nature, function at designated time intervals during 
each week.a This department does not function week-ends but ia 
open Wednesday evenings to accommodate better the needs ot the 
• 
community., 
Aa permanent atat'f the department haa two eooial eervice 
workers, a nutr1t1on1at, and a paychiatr~st. The medical staff 
includes starr men and interning doctors. 
The nursing peraonnel in the department oonsiata of an 
administrative nursing euperv1aor, an assistant administrative 
nura1ng supervisor, a clinical instructor, a head nurae, aix 
graduate atatt nurses, seven student nuraea, and three nurse 
aides. Four ot the atatt nurses and the assistant administra-
tive nursing supervisor aot in head nurse oapaoity, and eaoh 
of these is responsible tor the administration of one clinic 
unit and the student teaching within that unit. The remaining 
two staff nurses are rotated to meet the needs ot the various 
clinics. Also, deak clerks are assigned to all units. The 
clinical instructor in the department is an educationally 
qualified public health nurae. Ultimately, ahe ia responsible 
tor the nuraing students• educational experience in thia 
1. Fartt•aecond Annual Report ot the Peter ~ Bri!ham 
Hoapit~l, p. 19 • --
2. A complete schedule of the clinics will be found 
in the appendix. 
\ 
~I 
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department and plana their rotation in this area to aaaure that 
r each student's experience will include two weeks in the medical 
clinics and two weeks in the surgical clinics. 
To stress the importance of developing an understanding , 
ot the relationships of the out-patient department, the hospital 
and the community as a team to provide total care to the indi-
vidual patient and his family 1a the educational objective of 
this experience for the students of nursing. Emphasis is placed, 
on social and environmental factors, health teaching and the 
available community resources to provide continuous and compre-
hensive care to all clinic patients.~ 
The decision to study this problem was preceded by 
preliminary interviews with the Director ot Nursing and Nursing 
Service, the Associate Director of Education, the out-patient 
supervisors, and the clinical instructor. An overview of the 
problem was presented to them, along with a plan tor two groupe 
ot tour students each to participate in the study tor separate 
two-week periods at the beginning of each group's out-patient 
experience. At first a tour-week study for each group was 
considered, but the idea was discarded because the investigator 
believed that the experimental group might acquire an entirel7 
ditterent experience than that currently being given to all 
other atudents in the school. Thue, to equate the experience 
to aome degree, the time waa limited to a two-week period tor 
each group, and permission waa granted tor the stud7. Addi-
&. Objectives for the OUt-patient Department for 
Student Kuraea of the Peter Bent Brigham Hoapital. 
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tional con:f'erences With all nursing personnel in the ~apartment· 
prefaced the onset ot the survey. 
The students participating in the investigation were 
seniors at the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital School ot Nursing. 
All had completed their attil1ationa and were the next eight 
students alphabetically scheduled for the out-patient experience. 
Tools 
To provide adequate, pertinent information to the 
problem being investigated, each student was given a pencil and 
paper test, 4 kept a daily record of her activities in the out-
patient department, 5 and, at the conclusion of her experience, 
submitted a written evaluation. 6 
The teat waa a teacher-conatructed, written, objective-
type teat. It was baaed on the educational objectives tor the 
students in the department and contained ninety-seven objective-
type items. Although an attempt was made to gear the test to 
this experience, the attempt was not succeaatul. The out-
patient department is not responsible tor any particular area 
ot learning per ae, nor do students observe or perform functions 
which they have not studied previoualy 1n their educational 
program. conaequently, the teat haa high concentration on 
medical and surgical nureing, and the items oould readily be 
answered by one versed in medical or surgical nureing even 
4. The teet will be round in the Appendix. 
5. A eample daily record eheet will be found in the 
Appendix. 
6. ~ •ample evaluation form will be round in the ~" 
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though he had not had experience in the out-patient clinics. 
The teat was'given to both groupe of students on the first da7 
of their experience and repeated at the close of the two-week 
~ period. 
!he second tool, conatruoted for collecting data, was 
the •daily record sheet." !hie two~page form waa designed to 
present a brief, composite, daily picture of each atudent's 
.. 
activities and whatever information ahe waa able to learn about · 
the patients she attended. The firat page waa devoted to 
factual information about the patients cared for, while the 
second page provided apace for recording the acquisition and 
use of information and the development of the student's peraonal 
and professional growth. 'l.'he form waa given a trial run in the , 
department prior to ita actual uae in the study to uncover any 
.flawa or misinterpretations. No c:Utfioulty was encountered, 
and the form was deemed a workable tool. 
The third tool uaed in this atudy waa the evaluation 
written by eaeh student at the cl.oee of her two-week period. 
Specific questions were designed to give the student freedom 
to express cr1t1ciam and personal feelings. 
The control group of students were the firat to have 
their experience 1n the out-patient department aa part of th1a 
project. The1ra waa the random experience, the one carried 
out in the department at the present time tor all students. 
With the exceptions of keeping the daily record sheets and 
writing the testa and evaluations, no changes in the da1l7 
pattern of activity were inaugurated tor this group • 
. :_ .. _.: __ .. --=-· 
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that students have contact with only thoae patients who are 
attended by the particular doctor to whom they are assigned. 
e Furthermore, the customary practice ot the head nurse or acting! 
head nurse is to assign students to the busiest clinics rather 
than to those which otter the greatest learning opportunities. 
All students attended the daily conferences given by members 
ot the out-patient department personnel. These conferences 
were concerned with the general over-all experience and empha-
sized the function of the out-patient department and its 
relationship with the health needs of individuals in the 
community. Students were given opportunities to observe pro• 
cedures in other departments ot the hospital. Specifically, 
these other procedures were gastro-intestinal series, basal 
metabolic rates, electrocardiograms, intravenous pyelograma, 
thoracenteses, paracenteses and the "Grand Rounds" of the 
medical and surgical staff. On the first day of their experi-
ence in the out-patient department the students were oriented 
to the physical set-up ot the entire department; then each 
student individually was oriented to each area. on the same 
day they were given explicit directions for the uae of the 
daily record sheet. Several visits to the department were 
made by the investigator to determine whether or not the 
keeping of the daily record sheet presented any problema. 
None were encountered. 
The orientation ot the experimental group to the depart• 
ment was the same as that for the control group. The exper1enc• 
-~ -·- ~ ;~-~ -~ ... ----'-----_c.·--·--'- ~ ____ ~_;;__;,,,, ___ ;;,,c_c.. ;~c:; --"~--~--'-' ~-
'£Or this group varied in that the investigator was preset 1n ., 
the department throughout the two-w•ek period and participated !! 
actively in the students' education. The students were oriente~ 
to the,objectives of the department, and daily group conference. 
were held. Five of these conferences were attended 'by tl:le 
social service workers. All conferences were patient-centered 
and related to patients aaeigned to the students. This group, 
too, attended the dally conferences given by the personnel 1n 
the department. The selection of patients waa done on a co-
operative basis by the head nurae in the clinic to which the 
student was assigned and the investigator. Whenever possible, 
students participated in the selection of patients. This 
proved worthwhile in that the students were interested in the 
patienta they had cared for on the in-patient service, and it 
offered them opportunities for evaluating their patient teaoh1nC• 
Selection, itself, waa baaed on the importance of continuity 
of care and the relationship between the hospital and the out• 
patient department. Other important factors considered wer• 
the aocio•eoonom1o problema of patients, opportunities tor 
patient teaching, and the use of outside agenoiea. One diffi-
culty encountered 1n thia method of assignment was the failure 
ot five patienta to keep their clinic appointmenta. The 
difficulty waa overcome, however, by aelecting in advance more 
patients than the student could care tor but assigning only 
those with whom she could devote ample time. Short conferences 
were held with the students, head nuraes, and the investigator 
concerning the individual assignments of the students. The 
________________________ ................ 
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investigator kept in close contact with eaCh or the tour atu• 
dents by circulating constantly in the areas where the atudenta 
were assigned. She was available tor guidance and conterencea 
whenever needed. The experimental group ot atudenta observed 
none or the procedures in other areas, a1nce they had all been 
included in their earlier clinical teaching program. Rounda 
' 
were not attended, since these are geared to the doctors' level , 
ot understanding and are ot a highly technical nature. Because 
such observations and activities were eliminated, these atudent., 
were able to aee an increased number ot patients in the out-
patient service. 
e 
CHA.PTER IV 
FINDINGS A~TD INTF.P.PRETATIONS 
The data to be presented were obtained according to 
plan, using the three aforementioned tools--the test, the daily, 
record sheet, and the student evaluation. For more concise 
tabulation, the control group of students will be referred to 
as Group I; the experimental group, aa Group II. Students 
A, B, c, and D of Group I are assigned to clinics similar to 
those assigned to Students Al, al, cl, and n1 of Group II. 
!ABLE 1 
Total Number of Pat1e.nta Observed b7 Group I and 
Group II in Each Clinic 
Group I Group II 
Name Bo. ot No. ot 
of Student Patients Student Patienta 
Clinic Observed Observed 
Surgical Al apecialt1ea A 72 39 
Surgical B 4:6 a1 52 
Medical 
cl apec1alt1ea c 79 59 
Medical D 39 Di 3S 
Sourcea Students' recorda or daily act1v1t1ea. 
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D1scuaa1on· Table l·t--AithmiF)i student--.A-·obaet'Ved '-a -tots:rc o:r 
seventy-two patients in the clinic-a to wbich she was assigned,. 
her duties included many ·:runctional .aasienmente. For instance_, 
1n the fracture clinic, which receives a large number of pa-
tients, she asa1ated with the application and removal o:f casta_, 
and in the gynecological and fertility clinics she chaperoned 
women patients having pelvic examinations. Student Al, however-· 
while assigned to the same cl1n1oa1 asaiated at those procedure• 
only which were required b1 the patients to Whom she was 
assigned. In the surgical clinic_, Student a1 or the experi-
mental group observed more patients than Student B of the con~ 
trol group because ahe waa not involved in ater111zing instru-
ments, setting up tor minor procedures, keeping the rooma 
supplied with equipment, etc., all ot which had consumed a 
share ot student B's time 1n the clinic. Students c and c1 , 
assigned to clinics tor medical specialties_, had comparable 
experiences in that the allergy clinic was attended by a very 
large number of patients requiring injeotiona for desena1ti• 
aation. Student c1 or the experimental group administered 
tewer injeotiona but apent slightly longer periods with the 
pat1enta than did Student c. Students D and n1, attending the 
medical clinic, had considerable variation in experience. 
Student D ot the control group waa assigned to assist one 
doctor eaoh day and observed all the pat1enta examined b7 that 
doctor. Student D1 saw selected patients and followed them 
through var1oua diagnostic procedures. .Thia greatly reduced 
the total number ot patients she observed but permitted her to 
26 
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spend as long as four hours with one patient. Twelve patients 
were seen at akin clinic and the clinic for pernicious anemia. 
The pernicious anemia clinic waa aelected by the investigator 
as having more educational value for Student n1 than attending 
grand rounds of the medical staff. While the range of patients 
seen by the two groups varied, the students in Group I saw 
an average of six patients per day, whereas the students ·in 
Group II obaerved an average of five patients per day. Since 
a greater variation than actually existed may ha•• been anti-
cipated in the average number of patients per group, the 
investigator points out that the similarity was due to time 
spent away trom the clinic area by both groups of students. 
Students ot the control group spent approximately sixteen 
hours ot the time under study observing in other hospital 
departments or attending grand rounda, while students in the 
experimental group spent approximately twelve hours attending 
formal classes. 
Discussion Table 2:--fhe contrast ot the sixty-three per cent 
ot pat! enta seen by Group II students ret erred via the hospital ' 
over the twenty-five per cent o~ patients similarly referred 
as aeen by Group I students can be attributed first of all 
to the tact that more patients attending the clinics are 
referred by the hospital, and secondly. to the selection ot 
patients, designed to ahow continuity of oare. These patients 
were selected by the investigator and the student. There 1s 
little difference in the percentage of patients seen by either 
27 
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TABIB 2 
Source of Patients' Referral to the OUt-Patient Department 
8oo1al Private Don't 
Student Hospital Agency Doctor Patient Know 
A 3 0 :5 8 58 
B 0 1 1 30 14 
c 38 0 6 1-1 21 
D 19 0 IS 14 1 
Al 35 0 2 4 0 
Bl 29 0 7 16 0 
c1 35 0 4 21 2 
Dl 1& 3 4 9 2 
Total 
Orou..P I 60 1 15 68 94 
Total 
Group II 114 17 50 
Per-
centage 25 1 6 sa 40 
Group I 
Per-
oentage 63 3 10 22 a 
Group II 
Sourc•t studentat recorda ot da11T aot1v1t1es. 
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group as to referral by agency. private doctor or the patient 
himself. Group I students did not know from Which service 
forty per oent of the patients were referred as opposed to 
~ two per cent for Group II. This indicates the influence of 
reading the patients' histories and the time spent with the 
patients themselves. 
Discusaion Table 3t--Two disease conditions were seen by stu• 
dents in Group I which they had never observed on the ward--
herpes zoster end veruoca. It is significant that while 
Group II knew the diagnoses of all the patients whom they 
attended, students 1n Group I knew only eighty-six per cent 
ot the diagnoses of the patients with whom they hed contact. 
Students in Group It saw twelve per cent more patients with 
blood dysoraaia.s. This is accounted for in that Student nl 
was assigned by the investigator tor two mornings to the 
pernicious anemia clinic instead of being allowed to attend 
the doctors• grand rounds. Because many of the blood dys-
oraaiaa are treated on an out-patient basia 6 and patients with 
pcrn1eioua anemia are not commonly seen on the in-patient 
service, patients in this clinic were selected. Student C ot 
Group I was not assigned to ear, nose, throat and dental clinic. 
All other differences in the disease conditions are due to 
selection or patients tor Group II only. Thus, it is concluded 
• that wr...ile aelectl on might broaden the students' experience 
with regard to some diseases that are m~re common in the 
ambulatory patient, the out-patient department cannot be relied 
29 
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TABLE 3 
Classiftoatton ot Diseaaea Seen b7 Student• 
or Group I and Group II 
Group I Group II 
Diaeaaea NUmber Percentage tfumber Percentage 
Blood dysor .. iaa 0.5 a~ 12.5 
C1roulatOX'7 28 12.0 1'1 9.0 
Endocrine '1 3.0 s.o 
Ear. Roae, 'lhroat 
and Dental 0 o.o 10 5.5 
• 
Gaatro•1nteat1nal 18 '1.0 23 12.5 
Genito-urinary 11 s.o 13 7.0 
Integumentary 49 21.0 29 16.0 
MUaou1ar-akeleta1 48 19.0 20 11.0 
Neurological 16 '7.0 10 5.5 
Reproductive 24 10.0. 20 11.0 
' Reap1rator7 1.5 5.0 
D1agnoaea not 
known 32 14.0 00 oo.o 
Total 236 100.0 183 100.0 
Source a Studentar recorda ot daily aot1v1t1ea • 
. ~ . ·- .. 
'! 
so 
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upon for new learning concerning the more common medical and 
;s 
aurgi cal diseases • 'i 
'fABLE 4 
Reaaona for Patients' Viaita to the OUt-Patient Department 
Student Di•r-noa a Follow-up Old Pa• tien•·-New Old Pa• tient--Compl1-
cation 
Don't 
Know 
Proble.m 
A 4 29 10 1 as 
B 15 13 ' 1 13 
c .., ss a 1 1a 
-----------------------------" D S 24 6 0 1 
Total 
Group I 
Total 
Group II 
Per-
centage 
Group I 
Per-
centage 
Group II 
4 
a 
2 
34 
23 
14 
12 
32 0 
10 0 
52 8 0 
21 0 
181 as 
138 ae 0 
51.6 12 1 
'74 0 
Sourcer Students' recorda ot dally aot1Y1t1ea. 
0 
1 
0 
0 
50 
•1 
.5 
' 
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Discussion Table 4t--compar1ng the purposes of the patients• 
v1a1ta as known by the students. Group I knew the reaaona ~or 
the v1a1ta or 78.5 per cent of the patients. Students in Group 
II recognised 22.5 per cent more viaita made for follow-up pur• 
poa~s than did the atuden~s in Group I. This undoubtedly re• 
~lects the effect of selection by the students of patients 
previously cared for on an in-patient service. 
'!'ABLE 5 
D1apoe1t1on of the Caaea of the Patients Observed 
Known 
Total Reterrala Rererrala Percentage 
Student Patients to Other Not ot Known 
Seen Agency Jtnown Referrals 
A 78 0 72 0 
B 46 33 13 72 
c .,g e 74 f5 
D 39 8 3'7 5 
39 36 3 96 
59 5'1 I 96 
cl 52 52 0 100 
33 32 l 97 
Sources Students• recorda or daily act1Yit1ea. 
Diaousaion Table 5t--Studenta in Group I showed a marked detioi-
ency concerning the d1apoa1t1on of the patients they attended. 
Student B in Group I knew eeventy-two per cent or the referrals, 
32 
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but this muet be imputed to the type of condition aeen in the 
surgical clinic which centers around minor surgical procedures 
that are followed aloaely. Yet, there at1ll remains a twenty• 
tour per cent difference between Students Band al. The re-
maining students in Group II knew at least ninety-two per cent 
more concerning the referrals ot patients than the remaining 
students of Group I. Inasmuch as the educational alms include 
the understanding ot comprehensive care which includes continu-
ity of care~ it ia appareat that Group I hae met this objective 
•; 
minimally. Group II, on the other hand, has fulfilled the ob• 
jective from ninety-five to one hundred per cent or the time. 
Diaeusaion Table 6t--s!xty-aix per cent of the histories ot 
patients seen by atudenta in Group I, in contrast to ninety-two 
per cent in Group II, were read or scanned. While these figures· 
give some approximation of the total nu•ber of h1etoriea in 
question, they provide no indication of the time spent in 
securing information .trom these h1ator1ea. Students ot Group II·. 
observed fewer patients than the students of Group I; yet th•y 
recorded a higher percentage ot histories not read due to leek 
of time. It would appear, then, that the students of Group II 
read more extensively, which is evidenced turther by noting 
that only two per cent of the students of Group II read no 
histories at all for no reason as againat the twenty per cent 
ot Group I students 1n this category. Of the patients seen by 
Group I students, thirty-tour per cent of the histories were 
not read, three per cent from lack of time and eleven per cent 
33 
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'!'ABLE 6 
Reading or Patients'· H1ator1ea by Students 
Student Read· Scanned No 1:'1me No Chart Not Read 
A 15 9 4 Pl'l 16 
B 14 18 1 0 13 
0 16 48 1 0 1"1 
D 37 1 0 0 2 
A1 2 30 6 0 3 
Bl 21 so 0 1 0 
ol 15 40 3 1 3 
Dl lS 1'7 1 0 0 
Total No. 
Historiea 88 '73 6 48 
Group I 
Total No. 
Histories 53 117 10 2 
Group II 
Percentage 
Histories 35 31 11 20 
Group I 
Percentage 
Histories 29 63 5 1 2 
Group II 
Sourcet. Student•' recorda of daily act1vit1ea. 
tor failure to have acoesa to the charta, while twenty per cent 
ot the histories not read were unaccounted tor. 
il 
•: 
"·1 
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!'ABLE '1 
Significant Factors Noted 1n Chart or 
by Direct Patient Observation 
=============================================================~~ 
Significant 
Factors 
Observations 
General 
Appearance 
Past and 
Present 
Illness 
Family and 
Home 
.Attitude 
toward 
Illness 
Nationality 
Occupation 
Drugs 
Uae of out-
. aide Ageno7 
Education 
Diet 
Total 
Group I 
Student a 
A B C D 
5 7 3 2 
9 9 8 2"1 
0 1 0 5 
2 2 2 2 
0 2 o a 
0 l 0 0 
0 0 2 0 
l 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
17 22 15 38 
Group II 
Student a 
Al a1 01 Dl 
15 12 9 57 
Total 
Group 
I 
19 
20 17 24 25 55 
0 7 a 6 6 
14 9 15 2 8 
0 l 0 3 4 
1 a 1 5 1 
2 1 3 1 2 
l l 5 0 1 
0 o a 0 
0 0 1 0 0 
53 56 68 ))2 96 
Sourcet Students• recorda or daily activities. 
Total 
Group 
II 
103 
86 
21 
40 
4 
15 
7 
7 
l 
289 
Discussion Table 7t••Thia data is particularly important in that 
students in Group II, oriented to the objectives ot the depart• 
ment and whose experience was devoted to a selected patient ex-
perience showed greater knowledge concerning the patient as a 
whole than did students of Group I. This can all be correlated 
with the other tables in accountlag tor Group II'• greater 
1na1ght regarding the patient. 
;! 
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'!'ABLE S 
Amount of Time in Minutes Spent with Patients 
Minutes 
-----::-:---:.-:--~--:::-:------------:! ll- 16- 21• 31- 46• OVer pt.·· :1 Student 6•10 15 20 30 45 60 60 None Absent ii _____________ ......_ _________ ;: 
A 17 1~ 
B l 3 
0 68 3 
D 15 10 
5 15 
5 18 
10 15 
9 3 
Total 
Group I 95 29 
Total 
Group 
II 
Percent-
29 51 
age 40 12 
Group I 
Percent-
age 17 27 
Group 
II 
13 2 1 0 0 0 
5 6 13 
0 0 1 0 0 1 
0 a 1 0 0 1 
1 7 6 0 0 
9 5 11 0 0 
10 a 11 0 1 0 
2 ., 2 4 
18 16 16 2 5 
7 4 
a ., l l 2 
12 11 19 3 2 
Souroea Student•' recorda of daily activities. 
26 0 
10 0 
12 0 
0 
1 2 
0 0 
1 
0 0 
52 0 
2 
22 0 
2 3 
Discussion Table S:••Since the amount of time spent with a pa• 
'tient intluenoes to a oonaiderable degree her understanding ot 
the patient's problem and the amount of teaching she has the 
,) 
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opportunity to provide, the comparison ot the length ot time 
: ... - ~~ --=-· 
spent with patients by students in the control and experimental 
groups warrants careful analysis. The data showed that the 
greatest amount ot time spent with patients in Group I was tiTe 
minutes or less, In twenty-two per cent of the caaea, these 
students apparently performed some administrative function auoh 
as giving a direction or ushering patients into clinics without : 
-! 
having any additional contact with the patients. The amount 
~ } of time spent by Group II w1 th patients showa a marked inoreaae ·l 
i 
in all but the lesa-than•tive-minute period and the period over ': 
an hour. '!'hat Student A spent no time with twent7-s1x patient-a 
further emphasizes her functional activities which concerned 
indirect rather than direct care to the patient. 
,, 
Diacusaion Table 9a--studenta in Group II showed appreciably 
more teaching than Group I• 'l'he fact that the figures tor both 
groups of students shows a low percentage of teaching done plus 
the fact that most of this teaching was done without superviaim,: 
merits further investigation. It is of' consequence tor the 
students to utilize teaching opportunities adequately. It may 
be ths t tl' ey are doing some teaching that they are not able 
to recos~ize as such. Th1a may be substantiated further by 
the fact that Group II recognized eighteen per cent more teach-
ing by others than did Group I. Group I did not know whether 
nineteen per cent of the patients they saw had any teaching. 
This, again, must be attributed to functional responsibilities. 
It is noted, therefore, that the objective concerning health 
3'7 
Patient Teaching 
==============================='~ ;! 
Student 
Ob-
served 
With Without 
Partioi- · Super- Super- None 
pated viaion v1a1on Done 
Didn't 
Know 
A 2 1 0 17 11 Sl 0 
B 2 12 3 7 10 12 0 
-------------------------------;; 0 5 1 0 12 60 1 0 
D 3 20 3 11 S 1 0 
Al '1 11 0 11 9 1 2 
B1 9 0 2 ~5 6 0 0 
cl 14 1a o e 17 4 a 
n1 10 & 5 4 9 o 0 
No. of 
pta. 12 6 57 82 0 
Group I 
Jfo. or 
Pts. 
Group II 
40 34 7 66 41 5 
Per-
centage 
Group I 
5 14 24 35 19 0 
Per-
centage 
Group II 
19 30 23 
Sources Students' recorda of daily aot1v1t1ea. 
1 
teaching was met to a tar greater degree by the students with 
selected patients and is further evidenced in Table 10. which 
ia a comparison of the specific areas of enlightenment sought 
by and given to the patient by the student. 
1 
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TABLE 10 
Comparative Figures of the Humber of Times Patients Sought 
and Received Information trom Students 
Group I Group n 
In£ormation Desired Sought Given Sought Given 
Drugs 12 10 a 18 
Disease 15 24 21 SD 
Diet 3 6 9 n 
Agencies Uaed 6 9 4 u 
Home care 21 1'1 13 51 
Procedures DGne 
in Clinic 11 12 9 17 
Clinic Appointment 13 12 2 
' Reassurance 1 2 6 10 
Occupation 1 1 2 • 
Finances 2 1 2 2 
Miscellany 1 1 1 l 
Total as 94 7'1 202 
Source: Students' recorda ot daily activities. 
Discussion !able lOs--Students in Group I did not answer all the 
questions asked by patients concerning drugs, home care, clinic 
appointments and financial problema. Only nine t1mea did atu-
denta give information to the patient when tlur~ not apeoiti• 
oally asked tor it. While the patien'ts aaa1gned to Group II 
;I 
e asked fewer queationa than did the patients aaaigned to llroup· I, ' 
Group II gave more than two and one-half tiraea aa woh 1nt'ol"llla• 
tion to the patients as waa aakect ot them. In onl7 two areas,. 
" )·i~~·.J~. ~~~t miace~_la.M~-~•r• _J;pere _J!P. ~1~1:_loflt1,~ d~.ff-.renoea ~ :. 
!< 
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Although there 1s adequate evidence of meeting the patient•• 
needs in all areas, students of Group II gave information con-
cerned with home care to sixty-one patients, while students in 
Group I gave such information to only seventeen. From this, it 
may be concluded that the greater the studentts knowledge oon• 
oern1ng the patient, the greater insight abe has into the patient~• 
problema and his need for teaching. 
Discussion Tables 11 and 1St--The length ot time spent b.J atu-
aenta in conference with or about the patient shows that stu-
dents in Group I had the fewest number of conferences yet saw 
the greatest number of patients. Their conferences with the 
doctor were more numerous, and little time is shown with the 
patient, which correlates with Table a showing the amount ot 
time spent with patients. Students in Group II show that with 
selection of patients they had more and longer conferences with 
people in other areas. A. predominant factor in both groupe is 
the small number of conferences with the head nurse. If the 
head nurse ia conducting a student education program, one would 
assume that ahe would participate in a tar greater number ot 
conferences than is shown. It is evident trom this analysis 
that doctors are doing the greatest amount of teaching. Per• 
sons trom other departments had no contact with students of 
Group I during their two-week period, while Group II shows use 
of the available personnel. It is also noteworthy that Group II 
had contact with more people, including the patient, than did 
Group I. Such contact would give the student insight to all 
,, 
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TABLE 11 
Number ot Individual Oonterencea Had b7 Studenta in M1nutea 
fl1nutea 
Stu- 6- 11- 81- 31- 41- 61- OVer pt. ; 
dent None 1•3 4•5 10 20 30 40 50 60 60 Abaent l 
A 54 6 2 4 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
B 13 0 10 10 8 3 0 1 1 0 0 
0 66 10 8 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
D 7 5 15 10 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Al 2 3 17 7 5 1 1 0 0 0 a 
s1 9 0 12 23 l5 6 0 0 0 0 0 
cl 16 6 16 8 8 1 0 0 0 0 s 
D1 4 5 a 3 9 5 0 0 0 3 0 
Total 
Con-
ter- lfO 81 89 24 16 
' 
0 l l 0 0 
encea 
Group 
r• 
Total 
Oon ... 
fer- 31 14 53 41 87 13 1 l 0 0 5 
encea 
Grogp 
II 
~ Group 59 9 12 10 7 0 0 0 
I 
" ll 8 Group 17 7 88 22 14 7 0 0 II 
a. Group I had a total ot 96 conterenoea. 
b. Group II had a total ot 150 oonterenoea. 
Sourcer Students• recorda ot daily activ1t1ea. 
Sourcet student•' recorda of 4a117 aot1v1t1ea. 
TABLE 13 
Important Factors Gained Prom the Individual Conterenoea 
Factors 
Drugs 
Disease 
Diet 
Use ol.' AgenoJ' 
Family & Home 
Attitude to-
ward Illness 
Instruction 
in Procedure 
Technic 
Miscellany 
Occupation 
Finances 
Total 
Group I 
Students 
A B C D 
0 0 0 5 
g a 1 19 
1 0 0 3 
1 0 0 3 
a o 1 a 
6 0 0 6 
2 10 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
21 19 2 39 
Group II 
Students 
A1 sl cl nl 
3 0 0 0 
9 10 13 12 
0 5 3 4 
4 a a 1 
'1 6 5 6 
14 11 5 6 
0 0 2 0 
0 0 0 0 
1 4 0 6 
1 a e a 
39 40 37 3'1 
Sourcet Students' records of daily activities. 
Total 
Group 
I 
5 
37 
5 
12 
18 
1 
0 
0 
80 
Discussion Table l3a--It must be presumed that sixteen ot 
Total 
Grou.p 
II 
'' 18 
10 
24 
a 
0 
11 
11 
163 
Group I'a conl.'erences had no value, for although the students ol.' 
this group recorded conferences concerning ninety-six patients, 
they made only eighty notations to th1a etfect, rendering six-
teen ot the conferences worthless. Here again, it is interred 
that the doctor does the greatest amount ot teaching, aa in both 
groupe the highest concentration is on the disease itself. 
Group II showed a well-rounded picture ot th.e patient in toto. 
Group I showed a high score in instruction in carrying out 
procedures, turther accenting the fUnctional duties or Student B 
in whose instance this 1a most common. 
Student New 
A 6 
B 8 
0 0 
D 2 
0 4 
Total 
Group I 16 
Total 
·Group II 12 
Percentage 
Group I 
Percentage 
Group II 
'1 
6 
TABI..E 14 
Procedures and !eats 
Known None Done J>ontt Know 
18 84 84 
" 
10 
Sl 
8 0 
22 0 
26 
6 48 
8 2& 0 
81 102 
46 121 5 
34 16 
66 1.5 
Source: Students' recorda ot daily act1vit1ea. 
Patient 
Abaent 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
5 
0 
1.5 
:oiacuaaion Table 14t-·In comparing Groups I and II concerning 
Procedures and teata performed b7 the students, the percentages 
ot new procedures ~one or aeen were aeven and six per cent re-
spectively. It ia doubttul that the selection ot patients for 
~he atudenta ot Group II atteoted the number ot new procedures 
aeen or performed by them a1nce this waa not uaed &a a baa1a tor 
selection. Students in Group I were unaware ot any procedures 
tor sixteen per cent of the patients with whom they bad contact, 
a aarked contrast to the one and one-hAllt per cent not known by 
., 
.·o .. .J.-; 
TABLE 15 
Age Range in Years of Patient• Seen by Student• 
12- 21- 31- 41- 51• 61- 71• 81- Over Don't 
20 :50 4:0 50 Student 60 70 80 90 90 Know 
A 2 ' g a 5 12 3 2 o 33 
B 6 3 3 5 '1 6 1 3 0 13 
c 7 10 9 13 10 11 8 2 0 9 
------------------------------·' D l l l 5 11 9 7 3 0 1 
Al a ' a e s s s 2 o 10 
B1 3 11 6 e 10 · a e a o o 
c1 a & e 12 a · 15 7 1 o o 
nl o 1 o a 3 7 11 1 1 o 
Total 
Group I 
Total 
Group II 
Percentage 
Group I 
Percentage 
Group II 
' 
----------------
16 18 2S 25 33 37 1t 10 0 56 
1 10 
'1 8 9 lO 14 16 8 0 2.f. 
8 11 St 17 14 19 15 
Sourcet Studentat recorda of daily activities. 
Diacuasion Table 15s--oroup II had a greater incidence ot older 
patients. Tbia was intentional. in keeping with the present 
emphaa1a on the geriatric patient end the preaent atr1dea that 
are being made at the Peter Sent Brigham Hospital in the care to 
the older peraon. There 1a a marked differential between the 
two groupe of atudenta in that the control group did not know 
the agee of twent7•four per cent of the patients whom the7 aaw 
in contrast to four per cent in the experimental group and in• 
fera that atudenta in Group I could not have been aware of many 
ot the problema common to patients in certain age groupe. 
--'., 
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TABLE 16 
Incidenoe--or· M&ie an-d -Female- htien-ta- s84m b7 Studenta":C~-
• u • P8!ien£ Student llale Female Don't Know Absent 
A 20 ~ 12 0 
--------------------------------B ao 1e a o 
D 18 30 1 0 
A1 13 86 
. 1. 
B eo aa 
cl 19 40 
nl 8 25 
Number Seen 
by Group I 
lfumber Seen 
by Group II 
Percentage 
Group I 
Percentage 
Group II 
81 
60 
35 
32 
132 
123 
86 
66 
0 
0 
0 
0 
21 
0 
0 
Sources Studentat recorda ot dldl7 aot1v1t1ea. 
2 Female 
0 
3 Female 
0 
0 
0 
D1acuaaion Table l6s••Studenta aee a greater number ot female 
patients than male patients. The alight variance in number aa 
to the sex ot the patients aeen by both groupe ahowa that thia 
ia not one ot the major conaiderationa in e1 ther experience. 
Although the taot that nine per cent ot Group I did not know 
whether patients were male or temale cannot actually be account•• 
tor in the anal781a, there may be some implication in that in 
~ each ot these instances the student obtained moet ot her infor-
mation trom the chart. It muat thua be concluded that these 
were students who had so tleet1ng a oontaot with the patient 
even the ee.x ot the patient. Since theae patients• charta were 
onl7 scanned bJ atudenta, it ia apparent that many thlnga were 
overlooked. 
TABTZ 17 
Reaulta of the Teat Given Prior to the Experience 
and at the Oloae of the StudJ 
Student Pre-teat Reaulta at Cloae Difference Reaulta ot Stud7 Period 
A 51 M + 13 
B 52 51 l 
0 5& 66 + s 
D 6& ,. + 9 
Al 81 68 + a 
al 80 87 + 7 
ol 86 '10 + I 
nl 48 16 + 8 
Diaouaaion Table l?t••!he reaulta ot the teats proved ot little 
value in th1a atud7. While all the atudenta of Group II ahowed 
a alight increase in score at the end of the two-week period •• 
compared with onl7 three atudenta ot Group I, the increase doea 
not have particular aigniticance because the teat itema related 
to learninga not unique to th~ out-patient experience. 
I 
·.'~ ' 
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A tabular presentation of the interpretation of the 
findings resulting from the use of this tool was considered 
impractical due to the diversity of responses •. Thus, a de-
aoriptive analysis will be uaed in this instance. It ia evident 
from the students• a~atements that they had definite "mind seta• 
regarding thia experience. Students in Group II stated unant• 
moualy that the out-patient department offered opportunities 
tor recognising the patient aa a member o.t a family unit and 
the community, which statement was anticipated, a1noe they were 
familiar with the objectives ot the experience. Students in 
Group I made. no mention of the preceding relationship but cen• 
tered their experience on the variet7 ot pa~lents seen and new 
knowledge. Inasmuch as procedures and disease conditions do 
I' 
not show up as outstanding opportunities in the out-patient 
department, the validity of both statements becomes question-
able. The outstanding finding from the student evaluations was 
that all students stated that the out•patient department ex-
perience helped them to establish rapport with patients more 
readily. Tbua one might deem this experience more valuable if 
given earlier in the student'• program. Another unanimous 
expression by the students was the deaire .tor continuation of 
the experience. Group II ezpreaaed ita value in terma of the 
patient in the family unit and the use ot oommunitJ reaouroea. 
Students B and C in Group I expreaaed it aa an aid in deciding 
whether or not to concentrate on this particular area poat 
graduation. 
'I 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIORS 
Tb1a atudy to determine whether atudenta o~ nuraing 
achieve the educational objectives in an out-patient department 
to a greater degree in a random experience aa compared with a 
selected experience wae done at the Peter Bent Brigham Hoe~ltal 
in Boston, Masaachuaetta. Two groupe o~ ~our atudenta each 
participated in the study; one being the control group, the 
second, the experimental group. The data were collected over 
separate two-week perioda by the uae o~ an objective type teat 
,given at the beginning and oloae ot each period, daily record 
sheets, and terminal evaluation• written by the atudenta. 
The experience o~ the control group o~ atudenta ••• 
that which 1a currently being carried out in thia out-patient 
department. Students pertorm many non•nttraing duties 1n the 
clinioa which limit their patient contacts. Nothing waa changed 
in their experience with the exoeption ot recording their da117 
activities and the written teats and evaluationa. 
The experience ot the experimental group wae atypical 
in that patients were selected and assigned. Students had no 
administrative duties in the clinics and all their time waa 
spent in direct selected-patient contact. The investigator 
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.. ·--· -pa~ticipated in planning their experience and guiding their 
activities during the period under atudy. 
An analysis ot the findings indicates that students 
assigned to selected patients in the out-patient department 
meet the educational aims of the experience to a greater degree 
than do those students who have a random experience. The resulte 
bear out the hypothesis that oaretul selection ot students• 
learning experiences and better use of the educational resources 
resident in this area make for students• better understanding 
of their roles in the community and as members ot the health 
team. Although 1n certain inatanoes the conclusions apply 
specifically to the program in the out-patient department of the 
Peter Bent Brigham Hospital School ot Nursing, they can be ap-
plied by the faculties of other aohoola who contemplate such an 
experience tor atudenta of nursing. 
It is evident that the out-patient department does not 
add to the student's formal knowledge ot diseases. However, 
there are certain disease conditions now more common in an out-
patient department which may, i~ selected, help to broaden the 
atudent'a knowledge and aid her in oaring for tbe total neede 
ot these patients. 
The aex of the patient played a minor role in the 
findings of this atudy. All ages over twelve yeara are repre• 
aented among the patients in the out-patient department. There• 
fore, the clinical instructor can assign patients in those age 
groups with which they have previously bad little or no experience. 
Students of the experimental group, with fewer admini-
50 
·; atratlvi runot!cinj to :.ancr·'wltn guidance by the "i.n-veatl-
gator had tar more insight to the patient•• total needs in h1a; 
complete environment. • retlected 1n their extenaive 
reading or the patienta• the increased amount ot time 
they were able patients, the larger number 
of conferences with personn in other departments and tn the 
manner 1n which they d used opportunities to teach 
patients in contrast to The control group, 
on the other hand, was lacking in 1ntormation regarding 
the reasons tor the v1a1ta to the altntca, by whom 
they were referred, follow-up care suoceel1ng the 
clinic visits. 
All the foregoing ha direct 1mplicat1ona on the central 
objective of the educational ence which emphasizes compre-
hensive care to the patient the rela~onahip ot the out-
patient department to the hoe tal and the o~t7. It .ust 
be concluded that students in the experimental group were 
afforded attainment of this tar gre~tor d1~1dtt!l1B 
than the students ot the ol group. 
The tact that both of students did the greatest 
amount of patient teaching w1 8Upervision warrant• some 
mention. Although all the oipant• were senior •tudenta, 
teaching of patients 
ehould be allowed to teach 
have received guidance and 
abilit7 and judgment. 
Doctors 1n the 
chance. Students 
in those areas in which they 
have proyed their 
the greatest amount of 
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teaching. Although the are preeumably reapona1ble 
tor the teaching or students in their particular areaa, the 
tact that conferences with 
and sixteen per group auggea 
gation. Inaamucb as there 
nurses numbered only fifteen' 
that this needs further investi• 
instructor in thia 
department, her role ia of rtioular concern, for at no time 
ia she mentioned in any of individual conferences with the 
atudenta in either group. appear that an analysis of 
her activities might be of determine whether or not 
she has other reaponaib111t1 that have precedence over her 
clinical obligat1ona. 
Each student express the development ot her own 
ability to eatablish rapport 1tb patient• tar more readily 
after the two-week experience It can, therefore, be concluded 
that this experience offers ch opportunity for the development 
of rapport with patients. 
While students in 
ot pat1enta, the study 
formation about the patients 
greater number 
diaplay that they had leas 1n• 
, oonaequently, were lacking in 
information they were able to mpart to the patients. It is 
thus oonap1cuoua that student• in the experimental group, seeing 
fewer patients, developed a 
the clinic patient and the c 
•ble to him. 
On the basis of 
1ng recommendations are made 
the Peter Bent Brigham 
ter understanding of the care of 
ity resources that are avail• 
ot this study, the follow• 
educational department of 
Nursing: 
"_,.._ -~ .. ~- -----· "'- _,_ 
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(l) That clinics be analJzed to determine which off'er 
the greatest educational opportunities tor students of nursing 
and that students be given an experience in those clinics onl7. 
(2) That specific educational objectives b• formulated 
for each clinic to which the student may be assigned. 
(3) That carefUlly selected patients be assigned to 
students in the out-patient department. 
(4) That head nurses participate more actively in the 
teaching or students of nursing, since this is a part of their 
responsibilitJ. 
(5) That the observations in other departments in the 
hospital which are now part of the students• experience in the 
out-patient department be re•evaluated. It should be noted 
that such observations are now a part of the planned ward. 
teaching program that is available to all students during their 
hospital experience. 
(6) That doctors be oriented to the educational ob• 
jectivea for the students of nursing in the out-patient depart-
ment so that they may participate in atudent teaching with 
'better understanding. 
(7) That students be given some experience in the out-
patient department at an earlier ti•• in their progpam ainoe . 
:I 
this experience seems to aid in developing rapport with pat1ente~ 
(8) That some objective method be devised to evaluate 
the students' experience in the out•patient department. 
(9) That further atudiee be made using different pattern• 
ot student assignment i-~- the out-J;>~;:~-~!~~ department. 
(10) That a study be made or the role of the o11n1oal 
instructor in the out-patient department. 
APPENDIX 
011n1c Schedule 
Alcoholic 
Mon., lhOO P.M. 
Wed., 2t00 & 6t00 P.M. 
Allerg7 
Mon., ltOO P.M. 
Wed., 6t00 P.M. 
Thurs., 9tOO A.M. 
Arthritic 
Wed., 2t30 P.M. 
Blooct Donor 
Mon., 4t30 P.M. 
Wed •• lltSO P.M. 
Tb.Ul's ., eaoo P.M. 
Oardiac 
We-d., 9t00 A.M. 
Cardiorenal 
Jlon., 9t00 A.M. 
Chest 
Mon., lt30 P.M. 
Dental·· 
Mon. & Fri., 9t00 A.M. 
DermatoloQ 
Fri., BtOO A.M. 
Diabetic 
Tuee., Bt30 A.M. 
Ear, Bose & Throat 
Tues. & Thurs., la30 P.M. 
Fracture 
Tues. & Fri., 9aOO A.M. 
54 
Gastro•1nteat1nal 
Thurs., 9tOO A.M. 
Geni to•ur1nary (Male) 
lion., 9tOO A.M. 
Fl-1., 2t00 P.M. 
(Female) Wed., 9tOO A.M. 
Ge:riatr1o 
Tues. & Thu:ra., 9tOO A.M. 
Gynecology 
Mon. & F:r1., lt30 P.M. 
Wed., 9t30 A.M. 
Hematology 
Wed., 2t~ P.M. 
Llve:r 
Thu:ra., lt30 P.Jl. 
Luetic 
Wed., 6t00 .P.lt. 
Thura., ltOO P.M. 
Medical 
lion. throush h-1 • , 
8t30 A.M.•ltOO P.M. 
Wed., StOO P.M. 
Metabolic 
Wed •, itOO P.M. 
Neurological 
Mon., lt30 P.M. 
Neuroaurg1cal 
Thurs., lt30 P.M. 
Nutrition 
lfon. through Fr1 • , 
9t00 A.V.•l:OO P.M. 
Wed •, 6t00 P.M. 
Orthopedic 
Mon. & Thurs., 9t00 A.M. 
Peripheral Vascular 
Tues., 9t30 A.M. 
Pernicious Anemia 
F'Jt1., 9t00 A.M. 
56 
Plastic 
Wed •, 1 I 00 P.M. 
·Podiatry 
Tuea., BtOO A.M. 
'Rectal 
Wed., 2100 P.M. 
Surgeori•1n•Ch1et' ·. 
Thura., lOtOO A.M. 
Surgical 
•on. through Fri,, 
8t30 A.M.•ltOO P.M. 
· Wed., ·8tOO P.M. · 
Surgical Follow-up 
Tuea.~ lt30 P.M~ · 
'l'ulllor 
Thura., lt30 P.M. 
------------------------................. 
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D1rect1onec Read each question caretullJ before anawering it. 
Write the number of the beat anawer in the blank 
at the right. 
1. Fact ora which contribute to the happineaa of the geriatric patieat are: 
•• Gaintul occupation 1. a and b 
b. Doing thinga for othera a. o and d and b 
c. Feeling dependent s. band e 
d. A protected life 
•• All or theae 
•• Uaetul actiVity I. a and e 
2. The patient'• abilit7 to understand heal'h teaching may be influenced by bias 
a. Age 1. •• b, and o 
b. Sex 2. b, d and e 
o. Occupation 3. a, o and d 
d. Education 4. All or these 
•• Income 5. a, c, d and e 
3. The purposes of the 11odern hospital area 
•• Eduoation 1. All of theae 
b. Treatment and prevention 
or diaeaee a, b, c, and d 
c. Research s. All except e 
d. To aet health atandarda 
'· 
All except d 
•• 'l'o give economic security 5. ~ly b 
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eooial agency 1at 
1, Economic 
2. Spiritual 
3. Eduoational 
4, Atteotional 
5, Behavioral 
5, The Social Service exchanse gives the .following int'ormattont 
1, Statistical 
2. Identifying 
3. Biological 
4, .Medical 
5. All ot theee 
6, The Social Security act provides a 
•• Employment insurance 
b. Aid to the need7 aged 
c. Aid to the needy blind 
d. Aid to the needy hand!-
capped. 
•• Workmen's oo•penaation 
7. The Blue Oroaa ia a plan fort 
l, Oompulaory health insurance 
2. Compulsory hospital insurance 
3., Voluntary hospital inaurmoe 
4 .. Sickness insurance 
5.. ... Volunt~ accident. lnaurano• 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
b, o and e 
•• b and o 
a and e 
b, o and d 
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c, 
·- -~- -- ·~ --~---- -~-----·-~·-·-~--~ - <--· a. In the eick pereon, all organic sensations tend to bet 
1. The same aa when he !a well 
2. Greatly diminished in intensity 
3. Inereaaed in inteneity 
4. Overshadowed by his pathological condition 
5. None of these 
9. Individuals may become alcoholics beaausat 
1. There are lax lawa gov~rning the sale of alcohol 
2. They a tart drinking when young 
z. Ot their own wealmeaa and maladlustmenta 
4. Ot their aooial requirements 
5. Alcohol 1a a source ot relaxation 
10. Communi t:y agencies ar~.' 
1. Always tax supported 
2. Interested in economic probleMa only 
3. Supported by public and private tunda 
4. Staffed by public health nureea 
;;;.:·~. Brown, a 67•7ear-old widow, waa discharged from the hoep1ta1 
with a diagnoaia of diabetes mell1tua. 
11. Diabetes mellitua 1a a disease of thes 
1. Thyroid 
a. Pancraaa 
:s. Pituitary 
4. Adrenal 
5. Thymus 
' 
' 
--------------------------......... ....... 
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11. D!abetea .. 111tua 1at 
a. Heredtta17 1. All ot ~ .. 
b. Aaaoo1ated with obadt7 a. a, b and 0 
o. ~ore common in women s. o and d 
d. Eaa!l7 controlled wtth diet 
•• All except o 
•• More prevalent among Jewa a. All except d 
13. Mrs. Brown'• d1a~oa1a or d!abetea mellitus waa made 1n the hospital on the 1nd1nga tra.s 
a. A high tasting blood •uc•r 1. a and b 
b. Sugaz- 1n her urine a. •• 'b and d 
o. A gluo~e tolerance teat a. •• b and e 
d. Gangrene 
•• All ot theae 
•• x-r•J I. All except d 
1•. Ira. Brown•• oarbohfdrate .. tabollam ••• resulated bJ N.P.H. 
1naul1n. fhia aod1t1ed 1naul1n preparation produoeat 
1. A longer interval of atfeot than an7 other 1nau11n 
a. A shorter interval ot et.teot than any other 1neu11n 
s. A longel' interval or etteet than protand~e sino 1nau11n 
4. A longer lnteJWYal ot et'teot than regular 1nau11n 
6. A longer interval ot etteot than slobtn lnaulln 
j 
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15. Mrs. Brown baa been taught the 87Japtou of insulin l'eaot1on. ,' These include all of the following excepta 
1. Increased diaphoresis 
2. Pallor 
3. Tremors of the hand 
4. Increased blood pl'esaure 
5. HUDger 
16. Mrs. Brown was taught diabetic foot care. The nurae 
em.phas1ae4 the following point•• 
a. Daily washing in hot, soapy water 1'"' All of these 
b. Nails tl'immed 1n a V shape a. llone of these 
c. Strong antiseptic for 3. All but d 
epidermaphytoaia 
d. Ohange shoes frequently "· All but e 
e. Remove corns with a sterile 5. Only a 
razor blade 
•17. Since 1\fra. Brown 11 ved in a small room by heraelt, ahe 
referred for auperv1a1an tot 
•• The V1a1t1ng Nurse 1. All of these Association 
b. The Diabetic Association a. a, b and d 
3. a, d and e 
c. Social Service 
d. The OP.D tor follow-up "· 
a and d 
e. Old A.ge Assistance 5. a and c 
• •• 
I 
________________________ .............. 
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•• It should be the t1rat 1. All7 ot thMe 
apeo1men attor midnight 
a. Ol'll7. 
b. It ahould be a apeo1men 
betore 7t00 •·•· a. Only 4 
o. It should be a a pect•n •• 4 and o after ~· baa vo1de4 once 
d. It 11&7 be an7 aaorn1nr. apeo1••n 
•• It aaa;y be a apeo1•en atter breaktaat 
19. Be tore MN • BI'O\Ul left the hoa p1 tal, the nurae reviewed tbe 
aJ•ptoma of 41abet1o ooma w1 th Mrs. Brown. -rh••• ant 
a. Acetone odor to the breath 1. All ot theae 
b. Th1ret a. All exoe:pt e 
o. Latbarg a. •• o and • 
d. Raueea and vom1t1as •• •• band 0 
•• Shallow br.ath1ng a. •• o and d 
' 
:i 
'.ao. The tollowing ooapl1oat1ana ....,. occur with dlabetee mellltuaf 
a. Pol7neur1t1a 1. All of these 
b. JCetoa1a a. All except b 
•• Prur1t1a of the sen1tala a. a, d and e 
d. oansrene ... a, d and e 
•• A:rter1oaolera1a I. All ex~ept o 
11. 'lhe nurae 1natNoted Mra. Brown that 1t abe had an7 ot the 
a7mptoma ot diabetic ao1doa1a, aha ahouldt 
•• Send tor the doctor 1. All ot theae 
b. Oo to bed. •• All oxoept d 
0·· Take a ouptul ot l1qu1da a .• All except • 
•••1'7 hour 
d. 'fake an oneM •• b. 0 and • 
•• Om1 t ber !nau11n & • . , b an4 • 
"' 
···---·--' 
22. Mrs. Brown talked to the dietitian about he~ diet. The 41•'•· 
tian explained to Mrs. Brown that her diet was baaed on the ' 
following principless 
a~ Sl1ff1o1ent calories to maintain weight 
slightly below average 1. a, b and c 
b. Sufficient protein tor 
tissue repair 
c. Sufficient tat to balance 
the calories 
d. Sutt1o1ent calories to main-
tain wel:;ht slightlJ above 
normal 
•· S~ticient calories to 
oxidise a high tat diet 
s. b, c and ct 
s. b and d 
4. a, b and c 
23. 11/lrs. Bl-own wanted to knQW it abe oouldn 't take her insulin 
by mo~th aa it would be more convenient for her. The nurae 
e~plained that: 
a. It would be d1f1'icult to con- 1 • .All of theae 
trol the time of aotion 
b. It would nauseate her 2. All but b 
o. Insulin is 1nact1vat4d by 3. a, b and d 
gastric juices 
d. Insulin acta too slowly-when 4. b and e 
taken by mouth 
e. Insulin is not absorbed 1n 
the G. I. tract 
Mrs. Jones, a 32-year-old housewife, had her cheat x-rayed at a 
mobile X•ray unit which waa in the neigb.bo~hood. She had been 
worried about a peraiatent cough that produced a blood tinged 
sputum. Several daya later, ahe received a card from the Tuber-
culoa1a clinic to coae 1n to clinic for a phyaical examination. 
When she arrived at the clinic the nurae informed her that there. 
seomed to be aome damage tG her lunga 11nd that the dootor want•d' 
to examine her ~or tuberculoa1a. 
24. The doctor performed the following testa om firs •. Jones to 
confirm the tentative diagnoa1s ot tuberouloaiat 
a. Sedimentation rate 1. All ot theae 
b • .Microaoop1o examination of a. b, o, d and e 
her sputum 
o. Gastric waehing 
d •. Urinalyaia 
e. Non ,~rot~i_n nitrogen 
3. a, b, d and e 
4. a, b and o 
6. b, c and d 
_ . ._. -~~~- -·-
--------------------------.......... ...... 
26. The tubercle bao1111s belongs to a group ot organisms wh1oh 
-.:~ret 
a. Acid fast 1. Only a 
b. Motile 2. a and o 
c. Gram positive ~- Only 0 
d. Gram negative 4. b and d 
e. Non apore forming s. e and a 
Mrs. Jones may have reoe1ved her exposure to tuberculosis rr-.. 
27. 
28. 
a. Contaminated food 
b. Contaminated milk 
c. Contaminated well water 
d. A passing stranger's 
cough spray 
1. All ot these 
2. a, b and c 
3. All except d 
4. b and e 
e. Long exposure to a person 5. Only e 
with und1agnoaad tuberculosis 
Tuberculoala ia moat common 1n the following indlvidualas 
a. Young men 1. a and o 
b. Older men and women a. OnlJ 0 
c. Young women a. Only d 
d. Men and women of an7 age 4. Only b 
e. Men in the older age group 5. c and e 
Mrs. Jones was admitted to the Tuberculosis Sanitarium. Her history revealed that she had the most common symptoms of 
tuberculosis. These ares 
a. Hemopteeia 1. All of these 
b. Night sweats 2. a, b and c 
o. Elevated afternoon 
temperature s. b, c and d 
d. Loss of weight 4. a, b, c and d 
•• Persistent cough 5. b, c, d and e 
'! 
,._ 
--~--------------------......... ..... 
'29. Mrs. Jones received the following drugs tor tuberculosiar 
a. Para-am1nosalya1lic acid 
30. 
b. Streptomycin 
o. Penicillin 
d. Vitamin A and C 
e. Izoniazid 
Mrs. Jones' appetite varied from 
a. or the toxic effects of the 
disease 
b. She tired of the constant diet 
ot milk and protein 
c • She had frequent nourishment 
.between meals 
d. She had constant attacks of 
indigestion 
e. Of nausea from swallowing 
sputum While asleep 
l. a, b and o 
e. b, c and d 
3~ All of these 
4. All except o 
5. All except d 
good to poor becauser 
1. a, b and e 
2. b, c and d 
3. a, b and c 
4. Only a 
5. All of these 
31. Mrs. Jones' diet should constat oft 
a. 2000 calories 1. Only a 
b. 2 to 3000 calories 2. Only b 
c. More than 3000 calories 3. Only c 
d. Less than 2000 calories 4. Only d 
e. 4 to 5000 calories 5. Only e 
· 32. Mrs. Jones went to the sanitarium becausea 
a. All patients with tuberculosis 1. All of these 
are required to go 
b. It would lessen the danger 
ot tranam1aa1on 
c. '!'here are ready •coeas to 
medical fac111t1es 
d. There is a planned educa-
tional program 
e. She will be with ether 
patients who have 
tuberculosis 
2. All except e 
3. a, o, d and e 
4. b, c and d 
5. Only a 
r
,·------:-----------.... -~ 
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d 
34. 
i! 
35. 
36. 
a. IJer immediate hospital care 1. All of these ! 
b. Preparation prior to going 2. Only a 
home 
c. Education of the family 3. b, d and e 
d. The importance of follow-
up care 
e. Rehabilitation 
4. a, c and e 
5. a, b and c 
j; 
Public health measures for the control of tuberculosia molud•• 
a. Eradication of tuberculosis 1. a, b, d and e in cattle 
b. Inapeotion of meat 2. All except c 
c. Active immunization ot 3. a, b, e 
all persona 
d. Universal vaccination 4. b and o 
•• Paateuriaation or all milk s. 4 and o 
supplies 
Prevention of tuberculoais depends ons 
•• Hospitalization of 1. a 11114 b infected caaea 
b. Systematic rest periods 2. b, c, d «1nd e 
c. Mass X•ray 3. c and d 
d. Universal use of vaccination 4. a, c and e 
•• Segregation of pereons with 5 • All of these positive sputa 
The nurse told Mrs. Jones that there are organizstions that 
are interested in the control of tuberculosis. These area 
a. National Tuberculosis 1. a, b and d Association 
b. The United States Public s. All of these 
Health Service 
c. State Health Departments 3. a, b and o 
d. The Trudeau Association 4. All except d 
e. '!'he Hat! ::mal Health League 5. All except e 
:: 
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The nurse told Mrs. Jones, that she would get her 
literature about tuberculosis !roms some 
a. The National Society £or TB l. a, c and • 
b. O.ffici·al State Agencies 2. a, b, and d 
c. Insurance companies 3. All except e 
d. Visiting Uurae Associations 
"· 
All of these 
•• Public Affairs Pamphlets 5. All except b 
Mr. Gray, a 54-year-old policemen, comes into the out-patient 
department complaining of numbness, coldness and burning or his , 
feet. The doctor examined him and diagnosed hia problem aa ! 
Beurger'a disease. 
38. Another name for Beurger's disease 1st 
1. Raynaudts disease 
2. Arteriosclerosis ot the lower extremetiea 
3. Thrombo-angiitis obliterans 
4. Thrombophlebitis 
5. Peripheral arteriosclerosis 
39. The doctor told Mr. Gray that his condition would be 
aggravated bys 
•• Tobacco l. All of these 
b. Alcohol 2. All except e 
o. Exposure to cold 3. a, b and o 
d. Exposure to heat 
•• a and o 
•• Immobilization 5. All except a 
40. The doctor asked the nutritionist to apeak to Mr. Gray about, 
his diet. She told him that he shoulds 
a. Drink at least 4 quarts of 1. a and b 
water in 24 hours 
b. Eat dark rye breads and cereala 2. 8 and 0 
o. Eat white breads and cereals 3. b, d, and • 
d .. . , , . J •. his fluid intake 4. a, band e 
e. Take any of the well known 5. o, d, and e 
vitamins 
68 
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The doctor told Mr. Gray- that he should have contrast bathe.:: 
He asked the nurae to instruct Mr. Gray. She told him to a ·-
1. Place his teet in a cold bath for one minute then in a 
warm bath tor one minute, continuing this procedure tor 
15 minutes, twice daily. 
:' 2. Place one foot in cold water, the other in warm water tor; 
15 minutes and then reverse for another 15 minutes. 
This is done b.1.d. 
3. Bathe his teet in warm water in the evening and in cold 
water in the morning. 
4. Bathe his feet in warm water for'l5 minutes and then 1n 
cold water for 15 minutes, b.i.d. 
Mr. Gray returned to the clinic in two weeks and there was no 
improvement in his pain. The nurse questioned him sb0ut his 
treatment and learned that he lived in a room by himaelt and 
had no way ot getting h~t water to his room. 
42. This waa faulty teaching beoauses 
1. The patient should have told that he had no taoilities 
2. The doctor should have instructed the patient himself 
3. The nurse should have asked Mr. Gray it he had tacilitiea 
4. Social Service should have been contacted 
5. He should have been referred to a nursing home 
_43. The nurse told Mr. Gray that it he had an infected toe n~il, 
he ahouldt 
a. Swab the toe gently- with 1. a and o 
tincture of iodlne 
b. Cut the nn11 st.raight acrose 2. a, b and c 
c. Soak his feet in epsom salts 3. Only d 
d. Visit a chiropodist 4. c and e 
e. Come to vasculor clinic 5. Only e 
where he is known 
·: Mra. Green•, an obese 48-year-old widow, come a to the out-patient 
! department for the treatment of a leg ulcer which ahe aaya broke· 
·open about aix months ago. She aays that ahe baa had varicose · 
veins for years and that a1nce ahe haa had this sore on her leg ,, 
ahe baa been bandaging it with a beige nylon stocking. She aa,.a, 
that this has helped for it haa been draining leas. The doctor 
,, told Mra. Greene that ahe must atay oft her teet. To th1a she 
· replied that ahe couldn •t because ahe baa three children whom 
·abe aupporta by doing housework 4 days a week. 
---- ·-·----- "~---·-:-::__·.·:-.:..::::..- ----. 
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44. A var1ooa1ty iat 
l. A saccular outpouch1ng of a weakened veeeel wall 
a. An intlammatorJ process localised to veina of the lese 
3. A dilatation of veins caused by valvular deficiency 
4. An ulceration due to an inflammatory proceee 
&. An arteriovenoue outpouohing ueually found in the 
extrem1t1ee 
45. Varicose veina develop aa a reeult oft 
a. Sitting etill too much 1. All ot theae 
b. Congenital weakneae of the 
veine 
c. Increased abdominal preaaure 
from pregnano7 
d. A poor tunot1on1ng eyatem of 
the deep veina 
e. Standing etill too much 
2. Only b 
s. b, o and e 
4. a, b and o 
&. o, d and e 
48. The nuree tried to help Mra. Greene and auggeeted that ahe 
might talk to s 
a. The atatt doctor 
b. '!'he head nurse in the clinic 
o. The social service worker 
4~ A welfare worker 
e. Someone from the Department 
ot Aid 
. 47. Mra. Greene wae inatruote4 tot 
a. Wear circular garters 
b. Croea her affected leg over 
her non-affected leg when 
eittiq 
c. Elevate her lege on pillow• 
ae trequentl7 as poaeible 
4. Wear elaatio atook1nge 
l. a and b 
e. 0n17 c 
a .... b and d 
•• Only • 
5. All ot these 
1. a, b and o 
2. All of theee 
a. Only c 
•• 0 and 4 
.. - . ---- ~-. -~ 
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48. When giving advice to a woman who has a lump -in her breast, j 
the nurse could advise her by aayinga 
'49. 
50. 
51. 
1. '!iave a radical mastectomy aa soon aa possible" 
2. •see your doctor immediately" 
3. "When you begin to feel some pain, see your doctor" 
4. "Make an appointment for x-ray therapy" 
s.·•wa!t to see it it grows larger, because such lumps 
often disappear" 
_; 
Symptoms that prompt a woraan to seek medical advice conoern•d ing her breasts are: 
a. Monthly venous engorgement l. All of these 
b. Pain in the breast on 2. a and c 
respiration 
c. Discoloration ot the breast 3. c and e 
d. Retraction of the akin 4. d and e 
around the nipples 
e. Hard nodules felt on 
palpation 
5. b and e 
Cancer of_the breast occurs moat frequently in the: 
1. Lower outer quadrant 
2. Lower inner quadrant 
3. Upper outer quadrant 
4. Upper inner quadrant 
5. Nipple area 
Diagnosis of cancer of the breast is 
following diagnostic prooeduret 
confirmed by the 
a. Sternal punch 1. a and b 
b. Biopsy 2. b, c and d 
c. Palpation 3. All of these 
d. Frozen section 4. Only d 
e. Aspiration 5. b, d and e 
71 
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52. The chief complications following a radical mastectomy aret 
5:5. 
a. Hemorrhage 1. a, o and e 
b. Brachial palay 2. b and o 
c. Radial palsy 3. Only d 
d. Evisceration 4. b, d and e 
e. Upper respiratory infection 5. All of these 
Following a radical 
arm movement 1as 
mastecto117, the program of exercise tor .: 
a. Passive exercise 
to active 
increasing 
b. To do wall exercises 
o. To 11ft heavy objects to in-
crease arm atrength 
d. To exercise the arm with 
great force 
e. To do aimple non-exerting 
exeroiaea aa oom~1ng the hair 
1. a and e 
2. a, b and e 
3. o and d 
4. a and b 
5. b and c 
54. A patient who is discharge home following a radical mastect~;y 
should be instructed tot 
a. Return to the OPD or doctor 1. a and o 
for regular check-ups 
b. Ooneider herself cured and 2. b and c 
not need further instruction 
c. Restrict the use ot her 3. c and d 
affected arm 
d. Keep her arm in a sling 4. a and e 
e. Do simple tasks to exercise 5. Only a 
her arm 
55. Patients who have radical mastectomies are concerned about 
their appearance usually. The nurse could beat help her to • 
gain confidence in her appearance by aaying1 
1. "Don't worry about that; you have much to be thankful tor 
that the growth waa removed." 
2. "Absorbent cotton tilling in your braasiere can be used 
because it can be discarded after you use it once." 
3. "You are small and nobody will notice the difference.• 
4. "A washable foam latex pad can be fitted into your 
brassiere that will make you look perfectly normal." 
5. "Make a pad to pin to your dreeaea because you will be 
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56. The post-operative mastectomy patient has a tendency to holdi: 
57. 
her shoulder on the operative aide: :: 
1. Higher than the other shoulder 
2. Lower than the other shoulder 
The reasons for this poor postu~~ 
a. The weight of the breast has 
been removed which normally 
creates a downward pull 
b. The shoulder-girdle muscles 
are taking over the function 
of the absent pectorals 
c. The stitches in the axilla 
made the patient drop her 
shoulder instinctively 
d. The instinct to protect her 
arm causes her to drop her 
shoulder 
are thatt 
1. a and b 
2. Only d 
3. c and d 
4. Only 0 
Mrs. Dee was referred to the Visiting Nurse Association for 
supervision of her colostomy irrigation. 
58. The visiting nurse called lira. Dee and aaid: 
1. "I'll be in sometime tomorrow to supervise your irrigation.• 
2. "What time baa your irrigation been planned so that I 
may help you with any dirficultiea you may have?" 
3. "I have a note from the hospital saying that you do your , 
irrigation at ten o'clock and I will be in to help you 
with ":y dit.tioultiee you may have." 
4. ~Lrd lika to arrange a convenient time tor lour irriga-
tion so that I will be able to be with you. 
59. The visiting nurse went to Mrs. Dee's home. She had Mrs. 
Dee get her irrigating equipment. Thia consisted oft 
1. A hard rubber no. 18 or 18 catheter to facilitate the 
displacement of formed stools. 
2. A medium sized glass catheter ao that the returns might 
be observed easily. 
3. A soft rubber no. 16 or 18 catheter heoauae it is least 
irritating and very effective. 
4. A regular no. 30 rectal tube, since this 1s used ordinar$ly 
tor colonic irrigations. 
-- ---~--·····-
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During the irrigation_ Mra. Dee complained of abdo•inal 
orampa. The nurser 
1. Suggested raising the irrigating can so that the proce• 
dure might be finished quickly. 
2. Reaaaured the patient by telling her this was common and 1 
to continue the irrigation. 
3. Suggested that ~ •• Dee pinch the tubing ao that leas 
fluid enters the colon. 
4. Discontinue the flow and allow the patient to reat. 
61. The visiting nurse waa aware or the tact that the moat · 
important aspect or nursing care to the coloet0M7 patient iMa 
1. Kind and understanding nursing during the period of 
mental adjustment to the coloatomJ. 
2. Thorough understanding of her diet. 
3. Uains proper technic when irrigating the ooloatomr. 
4. To teach the patient to care tor heraelt. 
5. Knowledge of the anato111 and phyaiologJ" of the colon. 
· 62. When changing her coloat0»17 dressing, the vial ting nurse 
suggested that Mra. Dee ahouldr 
1. Irrig&e the wound each time she dresaea it. 
2. Apply ail1cote or other preaoribed ointment to the akin r 
around the opening. 
3. Place a pressure dressing over the lumen of the bowel. 
4. Leave a cotton wick in the bowel opening to keep it 
patent. 
5. Use an antiseptic solution on the akin to prevent 
infection. -
63. It waa evident that Mra. Dee's rehabilitation program waa 
correctly bepnt 
l. When aha .first entered the hospital .tor aurge17. 
2. Aa aoon aa she was over the acute stage of her surgery. 
3. Abou~ ten daya before discharge. 
4. When ahe waa ready tor discharge from the hoap1tal. 
5. When abe waa able to aooept her ooloatam7. 
,; 
I ~ 
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coccus. 
86. Blood in the urine 1a called pyuria. 
'67. Heart cUaease !a the nation •a greatest health 
problem. 
68. The Dick test is a rellsble test :for suscepti-
bility to diphtheria. 
,:70. 
The physician is responsible for reporting a 
communicable disease. 
Atropine 1s the chemical antidote for morphine 
poisoning. 
71. Carriers are persons who are ill with the disease. 
!72. V1tamin C is widely distributed in treah :fruit 
and vegetables. 
173. The use of vitamins should be advocated :for all 
patients. 
74. Massachusetts bas a cancer detection center. 
75. A. patient with an ileostomy must be taught to 
irrigate it regularly. · 
76. Duodenal ulcera occur more frequently than 
gastric ulcers. 
77. A syphilitic lesion occurs within one week 
a:fter exposure. 
78. Pregnant wome!l with syphilis may deliver a 
normal baby it they are under treatment. 
79. A diet of milk, eggs and cream ia high in 
oholesteral content. 
80. Any interruption o:f pregnancy before the 
normal time is called an abortion. 
': 81. Infertility involves both the male and the female • 
• 
!i 
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84. Matching. ln the column at the right fill in the number 
ot the j)hrase that best applies. 
1. Va01nal secretions 
2. Post-coital test 
3. Test to visualize gall 
bladder 
4. Fallopian tube potency 
5. Period of gradual or abrupt 
cessation of ovarian 
activity 
G. Hanging drop slide 
7. A malignant growth 
8. Stain to diagnose cancer 
9. Gastro-intestinal aeries 
10. Any new growth 
11. To determine pregnancy 
a. Hubner test 
b. Pap1nicalau 
Smear 
o. RubintJ test 
d. Aache1m-
Zondeok teat 
•• Neoplasm 
t. Sh1llera Teat 
g. Graham Cole test 
h. Olimaoter1c 
1. Trichomonas 
vaginal! a 
85. Give the aeven danger a1gnala of cancer. 
----
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Name 
Date 
Directions: In the columns supplied record the data that applies. 
Use the number of the category when indicated. 
Pt. code no. 1 2 I 3 4 5 I 6 rrT9"lo ll 12 . r· 
I . I 
I 
Diagnosis (in order seen): 
Check all new diagnoses. I 
I 
Referral from: l=Hosp., 
I 2=Soc. Ag., 3=Priv. Dr., 4=Pt. himself, 5=Don' t know 
Cause of visit: 
l=Dx--pt., 2=Follow-up, I I 3•0ld pt.--new prob. 
4•Complication, 5=Don't know 
Age and sex 
Time with pt. 
Proc., tests; l•Ass't with new, 
2=Ass 1 t with known, 3=None done 
History: l•Read, 2=Scanned, 
3•No time, 4=No chart, 
5=Not read 
Pt. teaching: l•Observed, 
2=Participated, 3=Wi th sup., 
4=Without sup., 5=None done I 
-
t I Ind. conf. (check those initia-ted by you): l=Dr., 2=H. N., 3=Pt. 1. 4=Soc. Ser., 5=Nutrition Length of conf. t-:i I t----1 - ! 
i I I I I I I (name agency): I Referred to ! I I 
I I I I 
I I I I I I ! ttl i Data not recorded: l=No time, I 2•With other pts., 3=Service 
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Name 
Date 
Directions: Use patients' code numbers from previous page. 
In the columns supplied, record the data that applies. 
------------------------------Significant factors !State the most im- Did the patient 
~oted in chart or portant factor seek any informa-
~bserved. Place an gained from the tion? Be brief 
1:0 11 before those individual confer- but specific. 
What infor-
mation was 
given? Be 
brief but 
observed. ences. s ecific. 
-----t---4---------
• 
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Student Evaluation 
:: 1, State the reason or reasons why you think this out-patient 
experience was planned for you. 
2. Wh:-·t did you expect to gain :from having· this out-patient 
experienoe7 
,.3. Did this experience tult111 your expectations? It so, 
explain. It not, please state your reasons. 
'· Ot what value has th1a out-patient experience been to you? 
;, 6. D1d J'OU enjo7 work1ng with ollnio pat1enta? State the 
•: reaaona ror J'0\11' answer. 
ii 
e. State any or1t1o1au or augeationa that J'OU ma,- have whereby 
tbia experience might be made more valuable to other atudenta 
of nura1ng. 
'1. Do you think th1a out-patient experience ahould be continued 
1n th1a programt Give the reaaona tor J'GU:zt answer. 
a, In your opinion, could thia out-patient experience be om1 ttur 
trom the program of fUture atudenta ot nuzoa1naT State the 
reaaona tor your answer. 
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